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#Time to Thrive: The NFF’s 2022 Federal
Election Campaign
•

Our regions are the engine that drives Australia. They are home to export-oriented industries that compete and
win on the world stage – generating wealth and prosperity for all Australians.

Throughout COVID-19 our regions have stood tall - buffering Australia from economic headwinds, and showcasing
a lifestyle envied by those confined to major cities.
This election, we’re calling on voters to back the momentum of our regions, by choosing parties and candidates
that support a strong and sustainable future for the rural industries that make our regions tick.
Our plan for Australia’s next government is simple: invest in supply chain solutions and world-class regional
centres;
•

partner with landholders to improve our environment;

•

get every Australian better connected;

•

help us welcome new workers; and

•

support a fair go for farmers.

With this basic formula, Australia’s next Federal Government can supercharge opportunities in regional Australia, while
maintaining the world class lifestyle we hold dear.
It is critical that all sides of politics continue to support the farm sector’s plan to become Australia’s next $100 billion
industry by 2030. Continuing this clear and aspirational policy direction, supported by the goals and actions of the NFF’s
2030 Roadmap, help maintain the conditions for farming to thrive – and for regional Australia to thrive with it.
We look forward to sharing these ideas with all Australians as we head to the polls, and doing our part to ensure the
renewal of our regions is front and centre this election.
Read more, here.
Text written and supplied by NFF President Fiona Simson and NFF CEO Tony Mahar
PIX 2022 is only a month
away, so if you are still
thinking about it, help
convince
yourself
to
register by looking at the
events, programme and
speakers, using the link
below.
PIX/AMC 2022 - 15-17 May
2022, Gold Coast, Australia
(pixamc.com.au)

Taxation incentives for energy
efficiency investments
The Energy Efficiency Council is a not-for-profit association of
Australian businesses formed for the purpose of improving
Australia’s energy management. In December the Council
released a guide to assist businesses to navigate the available
incentives for businesses investing in improving their energy
management.
Leveraging Tax Incentives To Improve Energy Performance:
A Guide For Australian Businesses Investing In Smart Energy
Management can be downloaded here.
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